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from the President

by James G. Boyle, President, MSADA

My First 100 Days
New leadership and a renewed mission set the
pace for your Association

M

embers and fellow dealers should be aware of the
sweeping changes that have been made at MSADA. As your
President, I am pleased to inform our membership that the
Executive Committee and Board of Directors have made
swift and deliberate decisions to ensure our organization stays
strong and remains focused in these trying economic times.
First, the Board of Directors met and voted to have
our Director of Legal and Government Affairs, Robert
O’Koniewski perform the duties of Executive Vice President
and oversee daily operations.
Bob immediately completed the details on the Auto Show
contracts for the next five years. The Executive Committee then
directed Bob to review all staff duties and positions. Two positions were eliminated and the remaining duties were allocated
within the office. The result was a more productive, better informed office staff. For example, AYES Manager Mike Nixon
and Foundation Director Laura Barrett will be working together
for the first time with dealer visits and membership/vendor services included within their responsibilities.
A Government Relations Committee put together some
much needed amendments for our 93B franchise laws, and we
will be pushing these changes before the Legislature.
Our Treasurer, Steve Lorenz, revised the entire budget
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to reflect the changes made ($420,000 in savings) and
reviewed cash flow projections for the remainder of the
year. All good news!

A New Home for MSADA
We have a new home at One McKinley Square in Boston.
The purchase and sale was completed and minor renovations
made, and we moved in and opened on March 23.
The Executive Committee met with Lt. Governor Murray to
discuss possible stimulus packages from Washington and what
can be done at the state level to stimulate auto sales. We told
the Lt. Governor that we would like to be part of the solution,
not part of the problem. We proposed cutting the sales tax to
3 percent from 5 percent for the remainder of the year. If we
could pull that off it would be huge.
Bob, Jim Hurrell and I also met with economic advisers to
Gov. Patrick to discuss this issue. We have scheduled a midApril breakfast for our Essex County dealers with State Rep.
Ted Speliotis, House Chairman of the Joint Committee on
Consumer Protection to inform him of potential problems
facing consumers and the state if manufacturers file bankruptcy
or banks don’t start lending.

MSADA
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“These first hundred days
have been incredibly
productive and have set
Msada Board

the pace for the entire

Barnstable County
Gary Beard, Dick Beard Chevrolet

association. None of these

Berkshire County
[Open]

achievements are possible

Bristol County
Shawn O’Hara, O’Hara Mazda

without the extraordinary

Essex County

efforts of all those involved.”

William DeLuca, Woodworth Motors
Ann Regan Flynn, Regan Ford, Inc.

Franklin County
Steven Lorenz, Don Lorenz, Inc.

Hampden County
Jack Sarat, Jr., Sarat Ford

Hampshire County

Auto Dealer Magazine Gets an Update
Our magazine has a great new look. We found a bright young man on
the part-time staff named Tom Nash to organize our magazine, who has
been writing stories for us for the past year. The Board is concerned with
all costs incurred by Association operations, including the magazine. But
the revamped magazine will have meatier substance on a consistent basis
to provide better communication to our members.

[Open]

Middlesex County
James Boyle, Tuck’s Trucks
Chris Connolly Jr., Herb Connolly Motors
Scott Dube, Bill Dube Hyundai

Norfolk County
Jack Madden, Jr., Jack Madden Ford
Mike Shea, South Shore Chrysler

Plymouth County
John Santilli, Sr., The Nissan Center

Suffolk County

‘Two for One’ Program a Success

Robert Boch, Expressway Toyota

Our entire membership is excited about our new program in which we
will pay the NADA membership dues for dealers who re-up as MSADA
members. Members have sent in their dues at a quicker clip than previously.
I have heard nothing but positive things from dealers who appreciate the
break on dues in the face of this current economic downturn.
These first hundred days have been incredibly productive and have
set the pace for the entire association. None of these achievements are
possible without the extraordinary efforts of all those involved. Please
take some advice from me: surround yourself with extraordinary people
and you will achieve extraordinary results.
It’s working for me and our Association!
t
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Worcester County
Joel Baker, Baker Cadillac

Medium/Heavy-Duty Truck Dealer
Director-at-Large
Richard Witcher, Minuteman Trucks, Inc.

Immediate Past President
Dana S. Goodfield, Dana Automotive

NADA Director
Raymond Ciccolo, Village Auto Group

Officers
President, James G. Boyle
Vice President, John Santilli, Sr.
Treasurer, Steven Lorenz
Clerk, Jack Madden, Jr.
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Political Action

The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly
by Robert O’Koniewski, Esq.,
MSADA Interim Executive Vice President, and
Director of Legal & Government Affairs

“While

dealerships
are cutting
operational
costs to
the bone
in order
to survive,
the federal
government
does not
blink at
imposing
double digit
hikes in
spending.

”
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O

ur economy probably would not be so
stressed if government simply followed
the Hippocratic Oath, the governing principle
for doctors – “First, do no harm.” Auto dealerships, as you all well know, are probably THE
most regulated industry in our economy. Each
day you must comply with a myriad of laws and
regulations covering topics ranging from consumer protection, environmental protection, taxation, employment rules, financial compliance,
privacy rules, just to name a few. As such, government has the ability to give and take away,
often in a contradictory manner. Here are three
such actions that may impact your dealerships to
varying degrees.

The Good
Over the last several years your Association,
through its lobbying team including MSADA
legislative agent Jim Hurrell, has worked to increase the reimbursable labor rate that insurance
companies pay auto body shops for repair work.
Legislators and regulators have lent a sympathetic ear when we discuss the fact that the labor
rate has remained virtually stuck in the $35-$36
per hour range. But other than a slight bump
several years ago to the current level, nothing
has happened within the framework of the overregulated policy rate, especially when legislators
expressed great reluctance to be in the business
of setting any rate.
Then along came insurance reform under the
Patrick Administration and its concept of “managed competition.” This gave us the opening to
push legislation that would create a labor rate
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component to the managed competition program. Although legislation was stalled in the
House last year, MSADA was able to lobby successfully for the insertion of statutory language
into the Senate’s version of the FY09 budget.
Alas, the conference committee report, which
resolved the differences between the House and
Senate budgets, contained the creation of a special commission to investigate the labor rate issue. The special commission consisted of regulators, insurance company execs, and auto body
repairers, including an MSADA member, and it
was charged with making recommendations to
the Legislature by December 31, 2008.
John Santilli Sr., your MSADA Vice President, was our designee on the special commission. The special commission held two public
hearings – in Worcester and Boston – and your
Association and a number of member dealers
participated in them. The special commission
ultimately did not recommend setting a specific rate. It did, however, affirm that under the
managed competition framework auto insurance companies may pursue the negotiation of
labor rates with individual repairers. This was
an opening for the opportunity to seek northward
movement of the rate on a company by company
basis.
As a result of MSADA’s lobbying efforts,
such a scenario has evolved. On March 2, 2009,
Commerce Insurance sent a letter to its Preferred
Auto Body Shop network detailing a plan to increase the labor rate three times in the next 24
months for Body and Paint work and for Mechanical Operations:

• $37.00/hour through March 30, 2010
• $38.50/hour from March 31, 2010 to
March 30, 2011
• $40.00/hour from March 31, 2011 to
March 30, 2012
For Frame Repair during those same
three time periods the hourly rate will be
$40, $41.50, and $43.00, respectively.
For one company this is a great first
step but still rather short of the true cost
of labor in your shops. Now we must all
put the pressure on the other insurers to
achieve rate hikes.

The Bad
It is no secret that Organized Labor
spent their members’ dues heartily in last
year’s presidential and congressional
elections to get Democratic politicians at
all levels to push an agenda that would
carry Labor’s demands to fruition. Over
the last three decades Labor has seen
its influence shrink considerably within
the private sector – currently about 8
percent of the private sector work force
is unionized. The numbers, of course,
are considerably much higher within the
governmental workforce.
To address this perceived inequity the
president and the heavily Democratic
Congress have made it a point that they
are interested in improving Organized
Labor’s lot within the private workplace
by promoting such legislation as the
“Card Check” bill.
Early in March, legislators in both
chambers filed the so-called “Employee
Free Choice Act”, aka “Card Check”.
This legislation, which NADA strongly
opposes, would ease the way for the
unionization of small businesses across
the country. Talking about a real job
killer at a time when our economy is certainly not hopping with retail activity.
Card check would flip on its head the
existing unionization process. Under
current law, a business owner has the
right to ask for a federally-supervised secret ballot election for their employees.

However, under a Card Check system,
that right is taken away from you, and
unions would only need to get a majority
of your workers to sign union authorization cards to unionize your business. The
legislation would only give you 120 days
to negotiate a contract with the union. If
you fail to agree to terms by then, the bill
requires that a federal bureaucrat come
into your place of business and decide
the terms of a two-year wage and benefit
contract for your employees.
The current election process is extremely important, especially for smaller employers like dealerships, because
it provides employers reasonable time
to educate employees of the adverse
effects of unionization. The legislation could make it easier for separate
bargaining unions to organize different
departments within a company. Having multiple unions within a dealership
would be burdensome and would take
away the flexibility to remain competitive, especially in this challenging economic environment.
Fortunately current Senate rules demand that 60 votes are needed for the bill
to progress. However, back room deals
can always be cut to grease the skids
on any compromise. Your business can
hang in the balance as this gamesmanship plays out.

The Ugly

You’d have to be living in a cave, removed from all access to civilization,
to not know our economy has been in
a freefall since September. As a result
of the distressed economy, the federal
and state governments are experiencing
drastic downturns in revenues from all
tax sources – personal and corporate income, real and personal property, sales,
excise, just to name several.
But instead of cutting tax rates that
could encourage consumers to spend
what extra money they could realize or
businesses to invest in growth strate-

MSADA
MSADA7
has a
new
home
One McKinley Square
Sixth Floor
Boston, MA 02109

gies, governments are looking to increase various taxes. Here in Massachusetts the governor and the Legislature
are contemplating jacking up the income, sales, and gas taxes, in addition to
raising tolls and fees (like all those RMV
fees car buyers must pay).
At a time when the federal government should be trying to instill confidence in investment markets, the administration and congressional leaders have
indicated they want to raise the taxes on
capital gains and dividends. Is this really the time to declare war on investors,
big and small alike? Is it any wonder
that investors are staying away from the
stock markets?
While businesses such as dealerships
are cutting operational costs to the bone
in order to survive this economic ordeal,
the federal government does not blink at
imposing double digit hikes in spending,
thereby creating unfathomable deficits that
will stress our credit markets even more.
Efficiency, accountability and productivity are hallmarks of successful businesses. Unfortunately, our government
escapes scrutiny of such standards. As the
current federal administration continues
on a path to cannibalize the private sector
economy – the productivity component of
our greatness as a nation – this will surely
get uglier before it gets any better.
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Cover Story: Meet the President

Looks
Ahead
Jim Boyle

In tough times, new MSADA President Jim Boyle is

making the case for dealer involvement as he juggles
the responsibilities of two very different stores.

by Tom Nash

J

im Boyle took the job of MSADA
President last year as the industry
was posting record-setting losses
across the country. Even that kind of
climate won’t get in the way of Boyle
going ahead with creating the dealership
of his dreams.
A $6 million renovation project at his
Toyota of Portsmouth point, planned since
2004, will be complete by the end of next
month – nearly doubling its size.
When not overseeing the massive
project, Boyle is running Tuck’s Trucks
in Hudson, a 60-mile drive. Factoring in
his new position as President of MSADA,
Boyle is busier than ever.
“All of my life I have loved cars,”
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Boyle said when he took the reins at the
MSADA Annual Meeting in December.
“But I made the same mistake that many
of you have: I got in the business and
ruined a great hobby.”
Boyle got his start in the business in
1984, when he started Freedom Leasing,
a full-service leasing company. Why
“Freedom”? “To me, the three greatest
symbols of Freedom in the world are the
American Flag, the United States Military,
and the Automobile.”
The company grew when it acquired
Goode Leasing from Joe Laham in 1987
and Peter Fuller’s leasing company in
1990, which expanded the operation to
700 units. GMAC became the primary
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“

I love cars and
I try to convey
that to people to
make sure they
understand the
features in the
cars that they
like.”

9

Jim Boyle stands in the soon-to-be completed showroom of
Toyota of Portsmouth, which combined with a lot expansion
will bump up the inventory space from 300 to 500.

funding source, and Boyle was interested
in acquiring a GM franchise.
In 1997, he found an ad from Gordon
Wisbach for a GMC Truck store that he
soon purchased. “Once I met Thomas
‘Tuck’ Walsh and viewed the operation,
I loved it,” Boyle recalled. “Tuck had
laid a good foundation and with the
help of my managers and an addition
to the building, the store was an instant
success.”
“Everything here right now, came here
on a truck,” Boyle explained. “Trucks
are a key ingredient of our ‘just in time’
economy.”
In addition to strong parts and service
sales (a 97 percent absorbsion rate),
Tuck’s Trucks is also the largest dealerowned Fisher Snow Plow Distributor
– with nearly 700 plows sold or installed
each year.

The Lure of
Toyota
When Boyle found success with Tuck’s
he decided to branch out further and get
into the car business. In 2001, Wisbach
called with the ultimate prize: a Toyota
store just over the state line – a troubled
operation brimming with potential.
“I could see Toyota was on the move
that long ago, it was the best franchise
to get”.
Along with Boyle’s increased business
activity came more involvement with
organizations charged with looking out
for fellow dealers. Boyle is a long-time
member of several dealer associations
and is heavily involved with the regional
Toyota groups (see sidebar).

While Boyle doesn’t minimize the
effect of the recession, the numbers from
last year were impressive at the Toyota
point – up 22 percent. Since Boyle took
on the Toyota franchise he says there has
been double-digit growth each year.
“The Toyota point brings the whole
retail (perspective) to the MSADA board
meetings,” Boyle explains. “I can better
understand the volume problems facing
dealers.”
After being elected to the Presidency
last year, one of Boyle’s goals is to get
dealers more engaged in working with
MSADA – something he says should be
more of a priority among dealers.
“It’s like a ham and egg breakfast,”
Boyle said. “The chicken is involved,
and the pig is committed.”
continued on next page
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Product,
Location

Motors and Toyota have been very
supportive, along with their counterparts
from GMAC and Toyota Financial Services.
Given the state of the economy, Boyle’s
optimism has not gone unnoticed. The
Boyle stood in the middle of the
Boston Globe recently profiled the
vast space that will become a second
renovation project, citing him as an
showroom, pointing across the lot to the
example of dealers looking past the
Dodge dealer next door.
current recession.
“Over the past twenty years, that has
“The only way out of this is selling
been the number one Dodge dealer in
cars,” Boyle told the paper. “And you
New England.” Boyle said, noting a Ford
have to sell them one at a time.”
point and Jeep point down the street had
As Boyle stood in the current
top sales in New England as well. “Now
showroom at Toyota of Portsmouth
I’ve got I got the best location and the
on a Sunday afternoon, he watched as
best product. This should take off.”
customers began to trickle in. It’s not the
Boyle bought the former technical
kind of traffic he’s used to, but the recent
school in 2003, and had been planning
economic downturn has yet to dampen
the renovation since the beginning of
his enthusiasm for the project – which
2004. The new 256-foot long showroom
will bring 200 more cars to the lot.
will be joined by additional shop space.
“I was talking with Herb Chambers
The exterior will also be re-done with
one day about things and he said, ‘If we
were working for
today we would shoot
ourselves!’” Boyle
said. “We’re working
today for tomorrow.”
It’s an approach
that has served him
well for two decades.
In dividing his
time between two
very different sales
Jim Boyle speaks with a tech in the shop, which uses a
environments, the
waste-oil boiler and furnace and features state-of-the-art
thrill he gets from
technology throughout.
selling people cars
Toyota’s latest Image program.
keeps it all going.
The project, combined with the
“I am a big time car nut,” Boyle
commute between the two stores, takes
explained of his decision to dive into
up a vast piece of his time – meaning he
the business. “I love cars and I try to
depends on his staff. “I have incredibly
convey that to people to make sure they
talented people at both places,” Boyle
understand what it is about the cars that
said. “People make it all happen. Larry
they like.”
Dooley, the General Manager/Executive
Despite slow sales industry-wide,
Manager at Tuck’s Trucks, leads by
Boyle says he’s confident things will
example and along with the management
swing back eventually, saying, “No one’s
team allows me to spend time away from
coming in and trying to trade in their cars
Hudson and go to Portsmouth.”
for a bicycle or a horse.”
t
Factory Executives from both General
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Presidential
Brief
Jim Boyle

Tuck’s Trucks GMC, Hudson (MA)
Toyota of Portsmouth (NH)

Franchises:

• GMC Light /Medium-Duty
(Hudson, Mass.)
• Toyota
(Portsmouth, N.H.)

Experience:

• MSADA member since 1997,
serving on the Board since 2001, as
Clerk (2001-2008) and President
(December 2008-current)
• MSADA Charitable Foundation,
Trustee
• NADA member since 1997
• GM Commercial Dealer Council,
Northeast Board of Directors 20002002
• Toyota Dealer Advertising
Association, Board of Directors,
New Hampshire Director
• NHADA Member since 2001
• AIADA Member since 2001
• Toyota National Dealer Council
(2007-2008, 2009-2010) (Secretary
2009)
• Toyota Boston Region Dealer
Council, President (2007-2008,
2009-2010)

FOUNDATION

MSADA
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Scholarships Will Help Build Your Dealership’s Future
Laura Barrett
Massachusetts Automobile Dealers
Charitable Foundation Director

W

here will you find your next superstar
technician?
Dealers know that having a great service
team is a key part of making their dealership profitable. This is especially true when
there is a downturn in the economy and people are faced with extending the life of their cars. Customers driving to your dealerships today are more likely to be seeking your service department
than your sales department.
But where do you find the automotive technicians to make up
that great team when your current techs retire or move on to other
jobs? This is a problem that dealerships across the country are facing. The US Bureau of Labor says that the 14 percent growth in
automotive technology jobs will outpace many other occupations,
and most of these jobs will be at dealerships.
But with today’s vehicles becoming more complex to diagnose
and repair, it is much more important that dealers are able to attract skilled technicians that have a solid education in automotive
technology to apply to their careers.

Applicants Needed
Your Massachusetts Automobile Dealers Charitable Foundation
is helping you solve that problem by ensuring that we support the
education of our next generation of automotive technicians. Each
year we offer full and partial scholarships to automotive technology students pursuing their Associates Degree. These students come
out of both manufacturer-backed and general automotive technology programs to work in your dealership’s service department.
But your Foundation can’t give out its scholarships if we don’t
have great applicants, which is where dealers have to help themselves prepare for their own futures. Do you have a great tech in your
shop that could go to the next level in their career with you if only
s/he were able to afford to attend a college-level auto tech program?
Help your dealership plan for the future by urging your techs to apply for this scholarship.
Your Foundation gives out 4 full scholarships and at least 17 partial scholarships worth $4,000-6,000 each over two years to students entering these college level auto tech programs. To qualify,
applicants must be planning on attending an automotive technology program at one of the following qualifying schools:
• Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology (MA): General
Automotive

• Hudson Valley Community College (NY): CAP (Chrysler) or
ASEP (GM)
• Lakes Region Community College (NH): ASEP (GM)
• Manchester Community College (NH): CAP (Chrysler)
• Massachusetts Bay Community College (MA): CAP (Chrysler),
ASEP (GM), T-TEN (Toyota), or BMW
• Middlesex Community College (MA): General Automotive
• Nashua Community College (NH): PACT (Honda) & General
Automotive
• New England Institute of Technology (RI): General Automotive
The application process is very simple and takes only a little time
to complete. The first deadline is April 24, and a second deadline
for the completion of all materials is June 5. We look for students
that show they are comfortable not only in a classroom but under a
hood as well, because we all know grades are not always a perfect
indicator of success in a hands-on field.
Also, if you know techs that are already attending a college auto
tech program, please tell them to apply for this scholarship as well.
We sometimes have openings and are able to grant partial scholarships for the second year of their program.

Keeping Homegrown Talent
Your Foundation’s Automotive Technology Scholarship program ensures that we are supporting the best and brightest students
in today’s college level programs so that they can remain in our
industry and in our state. Part of the scholarship program requirement is that they complete a co-op with a Massachusetts dealership before they graduate. This ensures that our dealers are able to
pick from these great students and that our students are learning
the ropes of the industry here.
Since the start of this scholarship program in 2003, your Foundation has given out more than $500,000 in scholarships to more
than 175 students. These graduates have gone on to many of your
dealerships, and some have already risen through the ranks to service manager.
Without this influx of new talent, dealerships would face taking
on training costs themselves. Please take some time to help better
prepare your dealership’s service department for its future staffing needs. We urge you to take a moment today to talk with your
service manager and your HR staff to identify techs that might be
good applicants for this scholarship.
t

F or Mor e I n f or m at ion :
Web: www.madcf.org
Phone: 617. 451.1054 ext. 219
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the TRUCK corner

MSADA

Clean Enough to Breathe

by Dick
Witcher
Dick Witcher,

the dealer

principal

Minuteman

at

Trucks, Inc., serves on
the MSADA Board of
Directors as the Medium/
Heavy-Duty Truck Dealer
Director.

2010
Brings
New EPA
Mandates
for Diesel
Exhaust
Emissions

APRIL 2009

Starting January 1, 2010 the EPA is requiring new
diesel powered vehicles to achieve the cleanest exhaust emissions yet. The regulations limit nitrous oxide emissions to 0.2 grams per horse power hour. The
2007 regulation was 1.2 g/hp-hr. Millions of dollars
are being gambled on which approach to controlling
the gas is the correct approach.
Next year there are two choices when you purchase
a truck:
• One that reduces emissions by adding an additional fluid (urea) through an after treatment system
(solvent catalytic reduction -- SCR); or
• One using Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR).
EGR is an emissions reduction technique used in most
gasoline and diesel engines. EGR works by re-circulating a portion of an engine’s exhaust back to the engine cylinders and burning off excess pollutants.
When fuel burns, temperatures in the combustion
chamber get hot, and a gas of nitrogen oxides (NOx)
form. When nitrous oxides combine with unburned
fuel (hydrocarbons) the combination produces an
ugly haze we call smog.

Most New Heavy-Duty Trucks Sold
Will Use SCR
With the exception of Navistar, Inc. (the maker of
International trucks) most models will use selective
catalytic reduction technology to cut emissions, a process which will require the addition of a new fluid to
work properly. Urea is the fluid, and it is an essential component of fertilizer. The urea or DEF (diesel
exhaust fluid) is sprayed into the exhaust stream of
diesel engine emissions.
There are many variations of the injection system
and the quantity of the fluid the truck can carry, but
the technology is basically the same. This fluid weighs
approximately the same as water and is carried in a
fixed tank on the truck. That weight reduces either
fuel capacity or the amount of load a truck can carry.
Because the DEF freezes, the tank is heated. DEF is
pumped from the tank and spray injected after the
conventional muffler type system that removes particulate. This DEF system obviously also adds pumps
and wiring not found today on a commercial truck.
And of course new equipment requires additional
training and maintenance. Even though it sounds simple to spray the DEF, there are many concerns about
the systems and the cost.

Massachusetts Auto Dealer www.msada.org

Navistar took a different approach from the rest
of the pack – here is the big gamble! They will recirculate exhaust gases into the intake stream. Since
the exhaust gases have already combusted, they don’t
burn again. These gases displace some of the normal
intake, slowing and cooling the combustion process,
which reduces NOx formation. Their vehicles reduce
emissions in-cylinder EGR. Navistar claims that advanced EGR operating and maintenance requirements
don’t change for drivers or mechanics.

DEF Distribution is Costly and Not
Readily Available Today
The way isn’t clear for DEF. Truck stops throughout
the nation say they are trying to prepare to meet the
demand for this new product. Truckstop operators are
expected to be prepared to sell diesel exhaust fluid.
However, as of today, several have yet to make a decision on how they will sell DEF. Some are even cautious about investing in new dispensing systems since
Europeans, the first users of DEF, are starting to move
back to EGR. For example, the head of the trade association representing truck stops recently suggested
a go-slow approach. Demand for DEF is projected to
be low in the early years. As a result, inexpensive portable containers may be sufficient to meet demand.
A gallon of DEF will operate an SCR system on a
typical truck for 300 miles. Truck makers have yet to
announce the size of their DEF tanks, though most
estimates run between 20 and 40 gallons.
The fluid can freeze or evaporate in extreme temperatures, raising storage concerns. DEF freezes under 12 degrees Fahrenheit and deteriorates or evaporates at more than 85 degrees, so it must be kept in a
temperature-controlled container in many regions of
the country. Building large storage tanks is costly and
can be viewed as risky during a period of falling profits and low freight demand. Adding to the risk is the
uncertainty about direction to be chosen to meet the
2012 emissions standards.
Truck stops face costs of a distribution tank located
at a fuel island at about $35,000, plus an additional
$10,000 to $15,000 for installation. Then of course
there is the need to multiply that amount by the number of fuel islands. When you consider that truck demand is expected to be weak next year, along with the
overall economy, the cost may not be economically
justified for most truck stops in the initial years.

FEATURE
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Volvo XC60:

Redefining Safety in the City
Recently launched crossover test-driven at Dalzell Volvo
by Brian Filpiak
Call it the automotive equivalent to bungee jumping.
As part of a demonstration tour making stops at Volvo dealerships
across the country publicizing the March release of the XC60, the
vehicle rolled onto the sales lot at Dalzell Volvo in Dedham late
last year for anything but a typical test-drive.
The compact luxury crossover, known as “the car that stops
itself,” has a low-speed collision avoidance system called City
Safety – a feature which brought curious crowds to the dealership.
“It’s fairly rare for us to host such an event and demonstration,”
sales manager Paul Coyne said of the unveiling at Dalzell. “But
people seemed to really get a kick out of trying the safety feature
firsthand.”
Throughout the afternoon, more than 50 guests filed in and out of
the dealership, estimated Coyne, who advertised the event to Volvo
owners, past Dalzell customers, and others in the community.
While kiosks detailing the evolution of Volvo over the past 80
years provided context to the day’s event, the XC60’s City Safety
system was the indisputable star of the show.
“That was pretty cool,” said Allen Davis, of Sharon, immediately
following his test-drive — or, perhaps more accurately, test-stop
— in the XC60. “The toughest part was not jamming on the brake
at the last second since that’s your basic instinct as a driver, but the
car stopped on its own. It was pretty wild.”

‘Activity Creates Activity’
Developed by the automaker that has been building cars with
safety in mind since the start — from front and rear crumple zones,
to the three-point seat belt, to collision warning systems — the
City Safety feature within the XC60 monitors the road ahead with
a laser sensor and hits the brake if the crossover is about to rear-end
another vehicle. With City Safety onboard, Volvo seeks to prevent
the most common type of crash: low-speed collisions, specifically
those that occur in bumper-to-bumper traffic.
“Between 9 and 19 miles per hour, the technology can either
avoid a crash altogether or greatly reduce the impact,” said Scott
Grady, market manager for Northeast Region Volvo, noting that the
XC60 is the first to offer a preventative safety system of this kind
as standard equipment in a vehicle.

Dalzell Volvo sales manager Paul Coyne poses next to XC60, the
latest model fresh off the Volvo production line.

In fact, the technology has proven to be so effective that the
automaker is in discussions with insurance companies regarding
the idea of lower insurance premiums for cars equipped with City
Safety, according to a Volvo press release.
Of course, Volvo has a lot to live up to in the safety department,
both from its reputation and also due to a new manifesto in which
the brand aims to prevent death and serious injuries in its automobiles by the year 2020 — with the City Safety system working as
just step one towards the ambitious goal.
The XC60 unveiling tour continued throughout New England.
Volvo rep Erinn Strain said the tour team planned to stop at every
Volvo dealership on the map throughout 2009.
Dalzell Volvo looks forward to similar showcase events in the
future.
“Activity creates activity,” said Coyne, adding that the XC60
demo enticed a handful of potential buyers, though pre-orders had
to wait until Volvo announced the North American price tag for the
vehicle. “Events like these are always good for business.”
t
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The Stimulus Bill: Will It Help?
by
Mark Dow
Mark Dow, CPA, MST is
a Principal with the CPA
firm of O’Connor & Drew,
P.C. and has served auto
dealer clients for over
twenty years.

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 became law on Feb. 17.
The idea behind the bill is to jump start the
flow of money through the financial markets.
The hope is that the dollars being spent will
have a multiplier effect as they pass from the
government to consumers to business and
then back into the general economy.
The financial crisis is complex and cannot be solved solely through legislation.
The way out of the maelstrom is to come
clean with the facts. The current financial
problems were dug one shovelful at a time
over the last decade. The wild real estate
valuations, a seemingly endless bull market, the individual wealth made on Wall
Street and great profits on Credit Default
Swaps (whatever they are) all seemed like a
good thing. Except most of us thought they
made no sense.
We were right.

Economic Impact
There is no simple way out of this hole. It
must be filled one shovelful at a time.
The new stimulus bill will help a little.
The $200 billion in funds dedicated to assist states will aid them in balancing their
budgets. The $40 billion dedicated for infrastructure, of which Massachusetts gets
roughly $1 billion, will put people to work.
The projects given the highest priority are
reportedly those that are “shovel ready.”
Hopefully, this means that the majority
of these road projects begin this spring, not
at the pace that they would typically take
to get going (12-18 months). Another $100
billion will go toward unemployment and
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for calendar year 2009. Section 179 deductions allow for expensing of up to $250,000
of capital additions of tangible property, provided the company does not exceed $800,000
Much of the remainder of the $780 billion of such purchases in the year.
For purchases over $250,000, tax laws
dollar program involves breaks for certain
taxpayers, but not so much that it will make will permit bonus depreciation deductions.
a difference. These breaks will likely be Bonus depreciation allows for a 50 percent
used to pay down debt or restore depleted first year deduction, on top of the regular desavings. Spending will come when people preciation reported for the year. If you have
have adjusted their habits and are confident the need, and are financially able to make
they will keep their jobs, which will take capital investments, these rules truly help.
time. Unlike the past, consumer credit is Even if the capital additions are financed,
tightening and we cannot spend our way out the tax deductions are still available.
Dealers must be also be aware of the COof this recession.
Consumers and businesses also want to BRA Benefits that are part of the bill. Individuals involuntarily
know that the banking system is stable “The stimulus bill alone separated from service
and that those with will not help businesses between September 1,
2008 and January 1,
good credit can
prosper.
Dealers
must
2010 will only be reget a loan and put
quired to pay 35 pertheir money safely
take on a survival
cent of their coverage.
in the local bank.
mentality.”
Their former employer
This seems to repwill
pay
65
percent
of
the coverage cost and
resent the single biggest problem right now.
Surely, the government is keenly aware of then claim a credit for this amount on its
this, and I believe it will try everything in payroll tax returns.
The stimulus bill alone will not help
its power to get this part right.
businesses
prosper. Dealers must take on a
A long time ago, sales tax on the purchase
of an automobile was deductible as an item- survival mentality. This means doing everyized deduction. Years after it had expired, thing you can to align your expense strucclients continued to provide the data assum- ture with the current, realistic gross profit
ing it provided a tax benefit. Finally, it has being generated by all departments. Payroll
been restored in the new stimulus bill. It is is the number one expense, generally folnot dependent on whether one “itemizes” lowed by advertising and floorplan interest.
An operating plan must question every
their deductions, but is limited based on the
expense,
revise pay plans and focus on cash
price of the vehicle and the buyer’s income.
Sales tax is deductible on the first $49,500 of flow; factoring in debt principal payments
the purchase of a new car. The net tax benefit and capital additions that don’t go through
will average $250-$400, depending on one’s your income statement. Targets should be
tax bracket. Married couples with incomes set on how much selling gross needs to be
over $260,000 and single filers with income retained in order to cover fixed expenses.
Like all markets, eventually the pent up
over $135,000 receive no benefit.
demand for new vehicles will result in more
buyers in the showroom. Let’s hope that a
The stimulus bill’s most significant impact combination of government aid and consumto dealers will come by way of depreciation er confidence converge and result in a return
deductions. The bill extended IRS Section to normalcy in the not too distant future.
coverage and may keep some Americans
from falling too far behind.

Consumer Impact

Dealer Impact

179 deductions and “bonus depreciation”
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Red Flags Rule “Fast Facts” for Dealers
May 1st Deadline to Have Program in Place

Congress is taking a
tougher stance against
identity theft by requiring auto dealers to develop and implement
a written identity theft
prevention
program.
While you may already have systems
in place to verify the identity of your
dealership’s finance and lease customers, your current systems may not be in
compliance with the new more elaborate
requirements called “Red Flags Rule.”
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and
other agencies have issued the “Red Flags
Rule” requiring auto dealers to create a
written identity theft prevention program
that allows them to verify, with reasonable
certainty, the identity of the individuals
entering into a credit or lease transaction.
Originally, auto dealers were required to
have their programs in place by Nov. 1,
2008. The FTC suspended enforcement
until May 1 to give creditors and financial
institutions additional time to develop and
implement their programs. The program
should identify, detect, and respond to
warning signs -- known as “red flags” -that indicate if a customer could be using
stolen information at a dealership.

Staying in Compliance
Zurich’s Programs and Direct Markets
business unit has researched the new requirements and determined that the following seven steps, if followed correctly,
will help auto dealers stay in compliance
with the “Red Flags Rule”:
1. Put the program in writing. Each program must be documented in writing. While
the initial step of writing down a program
may seem burdensome, this requirement
has advantages. It forms the basis for an
employee-training program, which is another requirement you must have in place
in order to be in compliance.
2. Make a list of indicators that
could signal possible identity theft.

By Steven Megee

Steven Megee is regional sales manager
at t h e F r a m i n g h a m R e g i o n a l O f f i c e f o r
Z u r i c h N o rt h A m e r i c a C o mm e r c i a l ’ s
Programs & Direct Markets’ business unit.

A supplement to the rule on the FTC’s
Web site provides illustrations of 26 possible red flags that fall into the following
five categories:
- Receiving alerts, notifications, or warnings from a consumer-reporting agency.
- Customer presents suspicious documents.
- The customer presents suspicious personal identifying information, such as a
suspect address.
- Dealership staff notices unusual use of
or suspicious activity within an existing
account.
-You receive notices from customers, victims
of identity theft, law enforcement authorities
or other businesses about possible identity
theft in connection with an existing account.
You also need to guard against identity
theft risks that result from employee access
to account information. Employee access
should already be limited as part of your
dealership’s information security program.
3. Make a list of methods used to detect
and evaluate if a red flag has occurred.
The program should describe proc dures used to verify customer information and detect when information is
incorrect. Some procedures include:
Specifying acceptable forms of identifying information required of each finance
customer; specifying procedures to verify
identifying information (e.g., using thirdparty resources to confirm identification or
detect fraud); and using a system to monitor employee compliance relative to their
access and use of customer account information.
4. Describe how your dealership will
respond when red flags are detected.
The program must contain reasonable policies for responding to red flags detected

during a transaction. This should include a
procedure for escalating unresolved situations to senior management.
5. Document all red flag responses and
keep them in the customer file. All red flag
responses should also be kept in a dealership file to be used to maintain and update
the program.
6. Detail a plan to update the program
periodically. Update the program to reflect
changes in risks to customers or to your
dealership’s safety and security based
upon your dealership’s experience with
identity theft, new methods of identity
theft and new methods of identity theft
prevention and detection.
7. Follow the Red Flags Rule guidelines
in managing the dealership’s program.
To be Red Flags Rule compliant, the program must:
• Be approved and implemented by your
dealership’s Board of Directors or, if no
board exists, a designated member of the
senior management team;
• Be periodically evaluated to determine if
updates are necessary;
• Include training for relevant staff on their
obligations under the program; and
• Be able to ensure service providers have
reasonable procedures to detect, prevent
and mitigate the risk of identity theft.

Penalties for Violations
A “known” violation of the rule is a violation of the FTC Act, which provides for a
$2,500 penalty for each violation. Enforcement actions by the FTC can carry penalties of up to $11,000 per violation, per day.
Dealers may also be liable under state unfair and deceptive acts, and practices law,
which may include individual and class
action claims.
t

(Portions of this overview were used with
the permission of Counselor Library,
LLC, publisher of A Dealer’s Guide to
the Red Flags Rule.)
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by Attorneys Scott Silverman and Josie Martinez

Are You Helping Yourself?

O

Solutions to consider in a tough business environment

ing single digit new cars per month and
ver the years we have seen
abiding by this obligation could result in
the “you don’t know our busifinancial ruin .”).
ness” look in many dealers’ eyes
Any of these types of agreements inherand facial expressions (we like to think we
ently prevent the type of multi-store consaw it more often earlier in our careers).
solidation that saves real dollars. Those
However, the “look” has been particularly
dealers that operate more than one brand
common amongst audience members at
start with an inherent head start in that they
various recent presentations and seminars
have a “diversified portfolio “ of investI have attended addressing the current state
ments. There is no telling right now what
of the auto industry when the following
brands will survive, thrive, or go the way
expressions are used: “reduce expenses,”
of the dinosaurs. However, this head start
“streamline,” “consolidate operations,”
is easily morphed into an albatross if you
“stay lean and mean.” Almost every prehave promised to operate and maintain
sentation ends with a combination of these
separate buildings, operations and real esstatements as a means to theoretically protate for each of these investments.
vide dealers something tangible to work on
The fact is, now is the time to dual
when they go back to the real world. Howoperations. Now is the time to request a
ever, there is nothing tangible about this
SCR vs. EGR -- the direction is not clear yet!
cancellation of a site control agreement.
advice at all. We have been as guilty of this
Now is the time to ask for concessions
as anyone else.
and contract amendments. In theory, it
The fact is, most dealers are good busiwould be very difficult for GM to assert
ness people. Most dealers have followed
it is reasonable to deny a dealer the ability
these expressions and pushed the limits of
to dual, consolidate or otherwise take preexpense control well before this current
emptive measures to protect against ecoeconomic meltdown. Accordingly, at this
nomic hardship when they are asking the
time in particular, all of this is easier said
public for billions of dollar in hand-outs
than done, and it would be arrogant of us
and threatening thousands of lost jobs if
to lecture you on a business about which
they are not bailed out again. GM should
you are much more familiar.
be willing to allow minor revisions to
So, how about something new?! Let’s
your facility obligations to similarly save
talk real approaches that you have not
jobs at their dealerships and reduce your
previously considered…
vulnerability. Beyond theory, there is eviNew Approaches to
dence in recent months that manufacturers
Old Problems
have been more receptive to such requests
For starters, find your franchise agreeand many of these requests fall under the
ment and all addenda. Many dealers have
broad category of “you don’t get what
site control provisions ( “In exchange for
you don’t ask for.”
providing you $50 towards your facility
Finding Creative Solutions
improvement, you promise to operate a
General Motors franchise from your propKeep in mind, however, that you make
MARCH
2009 Massachusetts
Dealer sure
www.msada.org
erty
continuously
for the next 25 Auto
years.”).
to ask first as you do not want to uniAlternatively, you may have promised exlaterally breach your obligations without
clusivity ( “In exchange for being granted
making the request. You cannot disregard
franchise x, you agree not to operate any
existing agreements or obligations because
this will automatically give manufacturers
other line, make or brand from your facilammunition against you, making it easier
ity . . . ever . . . even if it you are sell-
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for a manufacturer to terminate you and
tougher for you to justify your continued
existence. Moreover, many manufacturers
include clauses in their facility assistance
programs whereby you automatically
consent to a voluntary termination if you
fail to meet a deadline. Make no mistake
about it, they will enforce these provisions
unless you are proactive. And if you need
additional incentive, judges have very little sympathy for people that do not honor
their existing obligations -- something
recently confirmed by a Massachusetts’
Court that ruled economic turmoil is no
justification for simply ignoring your contractual obligations.
If you are already committed to an image program and a facility upgrade, at a
minimum, contact your manufacturer and
discuss extending the pending deadlines.
It may be in their best interest to push
things off as well.
Finally, explore things like tax appeals. These can be a very good source
of expense reduction and, at times, revenue -- especially when property values
have come down and cities may not have
caught up (or they don’t have reason to
catch up!).
It is time to think outside the box, explore creative solutions and compromises
and make requests that you might otherwise not think to make -- some real solutions to consider.
t

S c o t t S i l v e r m a n a n d J os i e M artinez are
attorneys for M c C arter & E nglish , LLP.

NEWS

from Around
the Horn

KINGSTON

Christine Alicandro Nominated
for Top Industry Honor
Christine J. Alicandro, dealer principal and CEO of Marty’s
GMC/Buick/Pontiac/Isuzu in Kingston, has been nominated for
the American Truck Dealers/Heavy Duty Trucking Truck Dealer
of the Year Award.
The winner will be announced at the opening general session of
the 46th Annual ATD Convention and Exposition in Washington,
D.C. on April 18, 2009.
Alicandro began her career at the dealership working for her
father throughout high school and
college. She has held virtually every
position in the dealership, including
parts and service, general office and
sales. After 15 years, she was promoted to general manager in 1990.
In 2000, she purchased the majority
stock of Marty’s Inc.
Alicandro serves on the National
Buick, Pontiac and GMC Dealer
Council. In addition, she is on the
Women’s Dealer Advisory Council
and has served in the GM Mentor Program.
Alicandro is a member of the board of directors of Jordan Hospital. Alicandro’s support of the Boys and Girls Club of Plymouth
Inc. has included nine years on the board of directors, the donation
of a GMC truck and $50,000 as well as time spent raising $3 million in donations. She is also a volunteer and speaker for Habitat
for Humanity Women’s Build.
The American Truck Dealers/Heavy Duty Trucking Truck Dealer of the Year Award is evaluated based on several categories, including dealership performance, civic contributions and industry
leadership.

MSADA

“Manufacturers are going to use any excuse they can to terminate
a dealer right now.”
MSADA Executive Vice President and Director of Government
and Legal Affairs Robert O’Koniewski told the Globe the issues
faced by the decrease in consumer credit and floor plan lending
have affected nearly every dealer in the state.
“They’re constantly on the hook, and they’re constantly under
pressure to move product,” O’Koniewski said. “We have 460 dealers across the Commonwealth, and all 460 in some way or another
are affected by the floor plan issue and the consumer credit issue.”
WESTFORD

Ernie Boch Jr. Plans New
Honda Store
Westford will gain its first new car dealership when Ernie Boch
Jr. expands his Honda empire to a 20-acre lot in the town.
The plans for the site were presented at a March planning board
meeting. It is not known whether the land is being leased or bought
by Boch, but the town’s principal assessor values the site at between $6-$10 million.
“We’re very excited about going into that market,” Boch told the
Westford Eagle. “We love Honda. That area needs a Honda store
and it’ll be great. The second we’re approved we’ll start construction.”

BOSTON

Sovereign Bank Leaves the
Dealership Financing Business
Sovereign Bank recently announced it would cease its floor plan
lending operations, prompting MSADA to take efforts to make
sure dealers were prepared to move forward without becoming
easy targets for manufacturers looking to shed franchises.
The Boston Globe was on-hand for a strategy session between
Association legal counsel McCarter & English and member dealers, profiling the most recent hurdles faced by the industry.
“Now is the time to look in the mirror and make some hard business decisions,” Scott Silverman said during a conference call.
www.msada.org Massachusetts Auto Dealer APRIL 2009
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NEWS from Around the Horn

CC2Day Photo

HYANNIS

Puritan Pontiac Buick GMC Closes
On the same day GM stated it had “substantial doubt” in its ability to survive,
Cape Cod Today reported Puritan Pontiac Buick GMC had ceased operations.
Craig Battles, owner of Bourne’s Battles Pontiac Buick GMC, told the paper
he would be taking on some of Puritan’s inventory.
NORWOOD

Proposed ‘Hummer Tax’ Gains
National Media Attention
Gov. Deval Patrick’s proposed tax on SUVs, which would be the first in the
country if passed, has provoked the ire of dealers throughout Massachusetts.
Tim Lerchenfeldt, general manager of Cadillac Hummer Saab Village, said
the tax would hurt only people who had limited vehicle options.
“It’s a penalty for driving an
SUV, which currently is not the
popular choice,” Lerchenfeldt
told Fox News. “Or you’re
being penalized for a lifestyle
choice, or maybe the fact that
you have a large family and
you need that size vehicle to
put them in and it just doesn’t
Tim Lerchenfeldt on Fox News
seem fair.”
Patrick’s transportation plan also includes a 19 cent gas tax increase, which,
when added to the current 23 cent tax, would make it the highest rate in the
nation.
BROCKTON

Santilli Sells Cadillac Franchise to
Mastria
After nine months of planning, John Santilli Sr. has transferred his Cadillac
franchise in Brockton to Raynham dealer Rick Mastria.
Explaining the decision, Santilli said the Nissan brand holds more promise,
even in the current climate, because of its fuel efficiency and reputation. He
said the franchise had outsold his Cadillacs 600 to 200 every year and that he
needs more space for the operation.
“With Cadillacs, the volume didn’t justify (keeping the brand),” Santilli told
the Brockton Enterprise, adding that his decision to keep Nissan should pay off.
“Obviously, it’s Japanese — number one — and it’s fuel-efficient.”
MARCH 2009
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Although Santilli said he had mixed feelings about giving up a franchise that
had nearly 30 years of history with his dealership, he and Mastria are close
friends – making the transition an easy one.
For his part, Mastria told the Taunton Daily Gazette the deal made between
Santilli, Mastria and GM is a gamble, but one that could pay off.
“It’s a calculated risk, based upon the thinking that if GM wants to pare down
to its essential product lines, Cadillac is going to be one of them,” Mastria
said.

Number of AYES Interns
Remains Steady

AGAWAM

Sarat Ford Celebrates 80 Years
CBS3 in Springfield reported on Sarat Ford’s celebration of its 80th anniversary recently. Despite dismal news coming from the Detroit 3 camp, General Manager Jeff Sarat said the
dealership has only seen a slight
dip in sales.
Sarat said the sales numbers
have been helped by loyal customers, some of whom remember Jeff’s grandfather – who
started the business in 1929.
“It helps a lot,” Sarat told
the network. “I sold a car to a
man who first came in when my
Jeff Sarat talks to CBS3
grandfather was here.”
While the news surrounding the auto industry is less than encouraging, Sarat
told the station the dealership expects to see another 80 years.
BURLINGTON

Herb Chambers Opens Porsche,
Audi Dealership
Herb Chambers recently opened a new Audi and Porsche dealership in Burlington, a project he began last year just as the economic recession began taking
hold.
Chambers said he has no regrets.
“We’re not building these dealerships for what’s going on today,” Chambers
told the Boston Globe. “We’re building these for the next 10 to 20 years. And
there’s no better time to be doing it than now.”
Chambers also revealed that his 44 dealerships started the year down 19 percent in sales, compared to a 37 percent drop across the country.
NEW BEDFORD

Ashley Ford Helps Honor Veterans
New Bedford’s Ashley Ford has made the news for their help in honoring the
memory of veterans at New Bedford’s Old Glory Tower.
91-year-old Joseph Theodore began flying American flags in memory of
New Bedford veterans 36 years ago. In an article that appeared in the Standard
Times, Marketing representative Linda Ferreira is credited with helping Theodore research the histories of each veteran and GM Paul Neary helps Theodore
raise the flags.

By Mike Nixon, AYES Manager
Eighty-two interns were placed through the
AYES Automotive Technology Program during
the 2007-2008 school year, down only three
from the year before.
Here is a brief history of our progress from our
start in 2002:
2002 - AYES begins operation with a new state
manager, and at the time had 7 AYES schools and
26 interns placed.
2002/2003 - 3 new schools join AYES Mass.
• Cape Cod Tech., Harwich
• Blackstone Valley, Upton
• Blue Hills, Canton
Interns Placed = 49
2003/2004 - 3 new schools join AYES Mass.
• Joseph P. Keefe, Framingham
• North Shore Tech., Middleton
• Madison Park, Boston
Interns Placed = 63
2004/2005 - 3 new schools join AYES Mass.
• Smith Voc., Northampton
• Lower Pioneer, W. Springfield
• McCann Tech., North Adams
Interns Placed = 51
2002-2005 more…
Efforts made to improve the 16 current AYES
schools. Made improvements with the relationships between the dealers and the AYES schools.
Schools that were not producing adequate interns
to fill the state dealer needs and/or not following
the AYES model were deactivated.
2005/2006 - 15 Automotive Tech. Programs
1 Collision Program
78 Interns Placed
2006/2007 - 15 Automotive Tech. Programs
1 Collision Program
85 Interns Placed
2007/2008 - 15 Automotive Tech. Programs
1 Collision Program
82 Interns Placed
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NEWS from Around the Horn
SALISBURY

WORCESTER

Former Dealer Predicts Big
Changes for GM

Newspaper Suffers as Dealers
Take Fewer Ads

After selling his Buick Pontiac GMC franchises back to GM,
former Salisbury dealer Chris Fraser recently spoke with the
Newburyport Daily News about the tough road the Big Three is
facing this year.
Fraser predicts an increase in ‘super dealerships’ that will
replace the current system that enables there to be a dealership
in almost every town. He cautioned that while it may be attractive to manufacturers as a cost saving measure, it may turn
off customers.
“Consumers might not think that’s such a bad thing until they
need to have warranty work done and have to travel 30 miles
every time they need repairs,” Fraser told the paper
In defending the Big Three bailout, Fraser said GM produced
more fuel-efficient cars than it gets credit for, and that consumer
demand drove the manufacturer to keep producing the muchderided SUV. He also said the while he didn’t know what would
come of the bailout talks, change is certain.
“When this is over, it’s going to be a very different car industry
than it is today,” he said.

The Worcester Business Journal localized a national trend in
declining print advertising recently when it studied the reduction
in car dealerships ads placed in Central Massachusetts’ largest
daily, the New York Times Co.’s Worcester Telegram & Gazette.
The Journal said in the past year the T&G’s Sunday car section
has seen a severe drop in size.
The Journal spoke with mega dealer Herb Chambers about the
trend. Chambers said he began cutting back in newspaper advertising in October as car sales dropped, and made an even steeper
adjustment when things got worse in November. But he said the
decrease wasn’t based only on declining car sales.
“Car dealers have pulled out of newspaper advertising and
magazines because people are not reading newspapers anymore,
particularly younger people,” Chambers told the Journal. “We
moved more of our advertising dollars into radio, television and
online advertising instead.”
He added, that he still feels that some print presence is necessary.
“We’re always going to have some kind of presence in newspapers,” he said. “My business was built on newspaper advertising.”
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MSADA, Boston Globe Help
Publicize Presidents’ Day Sales

Calendar
Wednesday, April 8
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
Saturday, April 11
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Weymouth, MA
Wednesday, April 15
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
Friday, April 17
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Sunday, April 19
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Weymouth, MA
Wednesday, April 22
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA

Pitching in to help with Presidents’ Day sales, the Boston Globe
donated ad space to MSADA. The ad ran in the Feb. 14 and 16
editions.

Friday, April 24
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Saturday, April 25
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Weymouth, MA
Sunday, April 26
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Weymouth, MA
Wednesday, April 29
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT

COMING SOON
Classified
Advertising
Send inquiries to
editorial@msada.org
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NADA Update

by Ray Ciccolo

NADA Fights for Dealers on Capitol Hill
Stimulus bill brings tax relief; working for a floor-plan
guarantee program; Senators promote interest in new cars
NADA Committees Briefed on
Government Activities
Dealers of NADA’s Regulatory Affairs and Government Relations Committees recently received reports on
the association’s vigorous efforts before Congress and
the Obama administration on the industry crisis. Floorplan lending was on the top of both meeting agendas.
NADA has been working closely with Congress, the
White House, Treasury and the Federal Reserve to
explain the critical need for dealers to have access to
inventory financing. NADA continues to move aggressively on multiple fronts to promote governmental action that will increase credit to dealers and their customers and stimulate the purchase of automobiles and
trucks.
NADA has proposed government floor-plan loan
guarantees as a cost-effective and efficient way to
return confidence to the securitization loan markets.
NADA is pursuing the following major regulatory initiatives:
• Ensuring that the previously announced Term Asset-backed securities Loan Facility (TALF) is fully
available to revitalize the floor-plan securitization
market that is relied upon by many major providers of
floor-plan financing.
• Advocating for the establishment of a floor-plan
financing guarantee program that would be modeled
on the SBA guarantee program for working capital but
would not be limited by the SBA size standards.
• Advocating for both the removal of the limitation
that prevents SBA-guaranteed loans from being used
for floor-planning purposes and the expansion of the
universe of dealers eligible to apply for SBA-guaranteed loans.
Prior to the change in administrations, NADA met
with several senior officials at the White House, the
Department of the Treasury, and the Federal Reserve
Board regarding the need for greater availability of
floor-plan financing. These sessions culminated in the
Federal Reserve Board’s decision to expand the TALF
to support floor-plan financing securitizations.
Following the meetings, many dealers met with their
representatives and senators to give them firsthand accounts of dealer difficulties with accessing floor-plan
loans and other issues.
Committee members also received an in-depth briefAPRIL 2009
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ing on the state-based fuel economy debate, which is
heating up as President Barack Obama has ordered the
EPA to reconsider California’s effort to impose its own
fuel economy rules. NADA Chairman John McEleney
is slated to testify next week before the EPA on how
these rules would actually be implemented, outlining
the ‘patchwork’ problem and how the rules would adversely impact auto dealers.

In other legislative news…
NADA commends congressional leaders for including
tax relief for new-car buyers in the stimulus bill. The
following is a statement by David Regan, NADA vice
president of legislative affairs, in response to the congressional agreement on the economic stimulus package, which the President signed into law on Feb. 17:
“NADA is pleased that tax incentives on new-auto
sales are included in the economic stimulus package.
Allowing consumers to deduct sales and excise taxes
paid on new vehicle purchases will help jump-start auto
sales. While including interest deductibility on auto
loans would have promoted even greater consumer interest in a new automobile, we applaud both House and
Senate leadership—especially Sens. Barbara Mikulski
(D-Md.) and Sam Brownback (R-Kan.) and Reps. Bill
Pascrell (D-N.J.) and Steve LaTourette (R-Ohio)—for
recognizing the importance of automotive retailing to
the nation’s economy. Anything that increases auto sales
will also provide help for state and local budgets that rely
on sales tax revenues, consumers, dealers and the auto
industry. New-car dealers generate almost 20 percent
of all retail sales in this country. Therefore, anything
that can help get consumers back into dealership showrooms can also help stimulate an economic recovery.”
t

Ray Ciccolo, Village Auto Group,
represents MSADA members on
the NADA board of directors.
He welcomes your questions and
concerns.

